
ritain is awash with new money. And that's the best kind really, because it likes

to be spent. From huge bonuses earned by financial firms in The City to
Russian oil money, the evidence is everywhere. Housing prices are doubling in

the blink of an eye. Baby Bentleys choke London's downtown streets. Britain has seen

itself transformed from a nation of shopkeepers to a nation of shoppers. As they reach
for shiny, new mobile phones, cool new drinks and high-style housewares, chances

are good that many of the brands and packages they reach for have been designed
by Turner Duckworth.

From the Motorola MOTOROKR to Jamba Juice and Chilean Root: i wine, to
groceries from upscale marketer Waitrose, and over 44,000 separate items for home-

improvement chain Homebase, Turner Duckworth designs delight the eye, tease the
brain and connect with consumers.

The single most important characteristic informing the work of Turner Duckworth? In
a word: wit. Oscar Wilde called it "that indescribable little nothing." OK, he was

defining charm, but he might as well have been talking about the subtle charms of

Turner Duckworth's work. For fifteen years, they've been delighting clients, winning

awards and charming the public with clever logos, smart branding and identity
campaigns that combine high design, visual wit and rigorous attention to detail.

It's an effective strategy. Not only for Turner Duckworth, which started out in a

corner of an industtial warehouse in London in 1991 and now maintains offices in San

Francisco, but for its clients. Case in point: One of its first American clients, McKen/.ie

River Corporation, manufacturer of Sparks and Steel Reserve, recently sold these two

brands to Miller Brewing for $215 million.

For partner David Turner, wit is the visual residue that remains from having an idea.

"There's more to design than making something attractive," he says. "An idea is

something that makes your mind work."

'It's the Aha! moment," his partner Bruce Duckworth chimes in.

Thinking about ideas
Where do ideas come from? Turner explains, "It's an old Bob Gill trick that demands

chinking about the problem instead of thinking about the solution."

That means getting the creative brief right. One of the genius moves that Turner

Duckworth has executed over the years is that they now write their own creative briefs,

'We begin by getting the creative brief down to a simple, but contradictory equation,"

Duckworth says. "It's what the Surrealists have been up to since the 1910s. Yon bring

two things together that shouldn't be together.

Bruce Duckworth and David Turner are creative directors on all projects. Caption information was
provided by David Turner, Bruce Duckworth, Moira Riddell and Peter Allen.

Right: "Waitrose approached us to redesign a variety of their product lines. With an increasing
emphasis on healthy living, Waitrose realized they could offer their customers a better choice of soft
drink, in the form of sparkling juice drinks. The illustrative solution on the packaging communicates
the fusion of ingredients in each recipe, a healthy alternative to a glass of wine with a weekday meal.
We redesigned their entire honey range, to bring it in line with their Good, Better, Best tiering structure.
The tiers help differentiate between 'every day' honey for spreading on toast to the more specialist
'taste' or 'provenance'-based honey—ideal for cooking or for that special weekend treat. The solution
for their premium cat food lies in the bird's eye view'of their cat's face, which every cat owner knows
and loves. Their canned pasta, vegetable and legume ranges had not been looked at in entirety for
a number of years and had become confused and difficult to shop. Our solution used simple
photographs of the ingredients shot against complementary backgrounds." Jamie McCathie (juice)/
Christian Eager (honey)/Sam.l_achlan (cat food)/Sarah Moffat (canned food), designers; Steve
Hoskins (cat food]/Andy Grimshaw (canned food), photographers; Darren Whittington (juicej/Jaques
Fabre (honey)/John Geary (honey), illustrators.



'We put sketches that express one idea on one page, and
another Idea on the other page. Then we compare them, and
with a little bit of luck, we sec an unexpected connection."

That is the secret of Turner Duckworths success. "Having ideas
gives you longevity," Duckworth says. ''If the idea is based on
truth, it will always be relevant. Get the idea righ:, and a logo
can last forever."

''Of course, once we define what we mean by having an idea,
we'll discover, as soon as the next project comes in, that it
won't tit our definition at all," Turner says with a laugh.

If you can't explain your idea, you don't have one
From their office in Chiswick, an upmarket neighborhood in
West London known as the "leafy suburb," where nothing
much seems to have happened since The Battle of Turn ham
Green in 1642, Turner Duckworth, under the direction of
Duckworth, employs eighteen people. In San Francisco, the
office lead by Turner, keeps seventeen designers and art direc-
tors working on identity, branding, packaging and logo design.

In 1988, Turner and Duckworth left their previous employer,
the design firm Minale Tattersficld run by Marcello Minale.
Their mentor gave them one piece of advice. "Whatever you
do," Minale said, "when you open your own business, don't
use your own name." Turner opened Turner Studio; Duckworth
went on to Lewis Moberly. In 1992 they ignored Minalc's
words of wisdom and launched Turner Duckworth.

"We came up with a real mouthful," Turner admits. To com-
pensate, "we had to design a memorable symbol, and brought
together an exclamation mark and an eye."

"We're lucky we still like it," Duckworth says.

Working at the service of each new product, Turner Duckworth
employs an approach to design that's defined by three elements:
clarity, simplicity and emotion.

"First and foremost, our work has to create emotion on the
pare of the consumer," Turner explains. "We want them to
say, 'I want that!' when they are standing in a store."

Duckworth acknowledges that simplicity is the buzzword of the
moment, but believes, "If you can strip everything unnecessary
away, you are sure to communicate the most important thing."

Clarity is all about creating a hierarchy of visual design,
typography and a use of color that is rigorous and focused.
As Turner says, "The details stuff."

Underpinning rhis approach, and informing every project
they take on, is an unquenchable passion for design. "Practi-

cally, that means never letting something go out of the studio
that's not perfect," Turner says. "It is anathema."

English perspective, American practicality
Today the London office has expanded from a table in a corner
to the entire 2,5OO-square-foot first floor in a loo-year-old
factory that once made wallpaper for William Morris. In San
Francisco, Turner Duckworth employees are in a North Beach
neighborhood known for its antique stores, old-brick ware-
houses and a cluster of ad agencies and design firms. Designers
from both offices shuttle back and forth for months at a time in
an informal "design exchange" that keeps the cultures entwined.

Having offices in two countries almost strangled Turner
Duckworth in its cradle. After just one summer working to-
gether in London, Turner took off, chasing his girlfriend around
the world. She settled in San Francisco. Turner followed (she's
now his wife) and with no clients opened a San Francisco office.

Turner Duckworth had to just i fy the move with new
business. "I knew one person in all of America," Duckworth
remembers. "So we called Minott Wcssinget, an entrepreneur
in San Francisco who specializes in bottled drinks, and he's
still our cliem."

The bi-country work was "torture" in the beginning, according
to Turner. He remembers working on London projects from
San Francisco, spending night after night listening to the
modem squeal at i A.M. only to have the thing crash halfway

through transmission.

This page: David Turner and Bruce Duckworth.

Right: "Our partnership with Liz Earle spans more than a decade. What began as the entrepreneurial dream of co-founders Liz Earle and Kim Buckland
is now a beauty industry powerhouse with 300 employees and devoted customers worldwide. In our role as brand guardian, we help Liz Earle create power-
ful emotional connections throughout the line, including packaging, literature, online and retail." Christian Eager/Neil McCall/Jarnie McCathie, designers.



Out of this struggle, a discipline was born.

"We learned you had to either describe
your idea in words, or design something
so simple you could sketch it on the
back of a napkin. If you can't describe
your idea or sketch it in ballpoint, you
don't have an idea," Turner says.

Working in two countries lets each office
serve as the other's conscience, according
to Duckworth. It inspires better work.
"We are our toughest critics. There is
a fastidious attention to detail. We still
want to impress each other."

Turner Duckworth formalized the

process in a program it calls "distant

crit." Basically, it's the old art school
presentation. Turner explains: "You stay

This page: "The Belazu Moroccan range invites
the consumer to explore the sensual flavors of
North African cuisine. The design needed to com-
municate the brand values of Belazu, to create
an authenticity and sense of reality without
falling into the cliches used in most oil packaging.
Our solution communicated the hand-selected
care given to the creation of each product:
A hand appears from the earth as a tree icon,
while the colors evoke the feel of Morocco
without over-claiming its provenance." Janice
Davidson/Christian Eager, designers; John
Geary, illustrator

Right. "Bootleg celebrates the creativity and
style of a new generation of Italian wmemakers
by offering a collection of daring interpretations
of classic Italian wines. While many Italian wine
labels follow a usual formula of a hard-to-
pronounce name and an illustration of the winery,
we created a new twist on the tired ciiche of the
boot shape of Italy. The result is a sexy expression
of contemporary Italian style that appears to
wrap the bottle in skin-tight zippered leather."
Shawn Rosenberger, designer; Jonathan
Warner, illustrator.

"Neal's Yard puts equal emphasis on the quality
of its products and the ethical business
practices used to produce them. Its approach is
symbolized by the perfect balance of a tree and
its roots." Bob Seliz, designer.

"Over the years, Coca-Cola's visual identity had
become cluttered and uninspiring, diluting the
brand's iconic status. We clarified the identity,
and then injected a little fun into everything
from cups to trucks. We used black and silver to
give Coke Zero masculine appeal. It's not a 'diet'
drink, it's the real thing —with zero calories."
Chris Garvey/Josh Michaels/Radu Ranga/
Jonathan Warner/Mark Waters/Rebecca
Williams, designers.



up all night, prepare your work, pin it to the wall and hold your
breath."Today, it is done long distance via PDF. Depending
on where the project originates, each office will prepare work.
Sometimes an entire studio will participate, sometimes a single
designer will share work.

'It's a Socratic approach," says Turner. "Everyone discusses
everything—up to a point. Eventually you need to lay down
the law. So either Bruce or I w i l l cut through everything and
say, 'That's the good one.'"

One of the things that Turner likes about the approach is that,
"We just show the work. We don't discuss the issues that can
compromise design like the client's internal politics or budget
and timing constraints. It's pure design. We're looking for the
strongest expression of an idea."

Adventures in design
Turner Duckworth doesn't have a house style. It does have
a rocket ship. Two of them. The red and white, eighteen-inch
models sit on tables in San Francisco and Chiswick and serve
as physical reminders why the two got into the business in
the first place.

'We want to have adventures in design," Duckworth explains.
"We bring boyish enthusiasm to what we do. When we take
on a project we ask ourselves, 'Will it take us somewhere
interesting?'"

'One of the great things about this business is that you always
learn something," Turner says. "One day, you're working on
the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) and learning
about the search for life on other planets. The next day you're
selling toilet paper."

''It's an interesting way to make a living," Duckworth
concludes. CA

Left: "A redesign for the entire Homebase portfolio of products (about

44,000!) that has involved everything from the pack design strategy to

the creation of brand guidelines for implementation in the U.K. and Far
East. For Lawn Seed, our brief from Homebase was to create a range of
packaging that communicated its breadth. Consumer research identified

a need for clearly defining products in an area of the store where self-
selection often ends in purchasing the wrong products. Our design

highlights both the problem and solution through photography of turf cut

into shapes that consumers could identify with the needs of their lawn.

For example, Lawn Revival uses a cross to indicate care; Lawn Feed, a
heart" Charlotte Barres/Christian Eager/Mike Harris/Jamie McCathie/

Sofie Moller/Paula Talford, designers; David Lidbetter, photographer.

This page: "To brand this alcohol/caffeine/taurine hybrid drink, we made
the can look like a battery. The message is clear. If you want to jump-start

the night, grab a Sparks. Jeff Gocke/Allen Raulet/Shawn Rosenberger/
Jonathan Warner, designers

"Inspired by the name Steel Reserve, we found a new way to express

strength and authenticity using meticulously crafted 'industrial'

graphics." Allen Raulet/Jonathan Warner, designers.
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Turner Duckworth

This page: "A gift is at its most exciting when you open it, so our
logo for this high-end toy retailer unwraps itself." John Geary,
illustrator; Zebra Hall, client.

Right: "This boutique grocery offers a cornucopia of culinary
delights. We redesigned its rabbit logo to express the sense of
discovery that shopping in the store inspires." Shawn Rosenberger,
designer; John Geary/Shawn Rosenberger, illustrators; Oakville
Grocery, client.

Scott Howard signage and menus. "The exacting standards of
San Francisco chef Scott Howard, well-known for his sublime
carrot soup, are symbolized by an icon that's both a carrot and an
arrow." David Turner/Jonathan Warner, designers; Lloyd Hryciw,
photographer
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